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(Comm. by K. KUNt(I, .j.A., Feb. 18, 1955)

Introduction

There are many kinds of postulates for Boolean algebra and
Boolean ring as shown by D. G. Miller in his recent paper. The
same holds also for Newman algebra which we considered in previous
papers I, II. (We remark that we call Newman algebra the
lgebraic system which is the direct union of a Boolean algebra
(=Boolean lattice) and a Boolean ring (with unity), the latter satisfy-
ing also the associative law for multiplication, whereas usually the
validity of this last law is not assumed in the definition of Newman
algebra.) We have given two postulate-sets I*, II* for our Newman
algebra respectively in I, II; now we propose to give another one
III*.

In 1 below we shall give the complete list of Set III*, and
prove the equivalence of Set III* with Set I*, wherewith the
equivalence of all Sets I*, II*, III* will be established as we have
already proved II* as equivalent with I*. In 2 we give the inde-
pendence proofs. The eight-element system we use has been con-
structed by the same method as we have explained in another paper.

We shall give here the difference of our Set III* from Set I*
and Set II*. We introduce a new postulate

6. a(b + c) ca+ ba

which will replace 3. a+b--b+a and 6. a(b+c)--ab+ac of Set I*,
and 6. a(b + c)-- ab + ac and 8. a+ Ub--Ub+ a of Set II*. The form
of postulate 6’ was suggested by the postulate a(b+ c) + d] a(d+ c)
+ ab of Miller.

I am indebted to Professor K. Kunugi of Osaka University and
also Professor S. Iyanaga of Tokyo University for critically reading

the manuscript and for their constant encouragements.

1. Postulates of Set III*

Our postulates are the propositions below on a class K, two
binary operation +, and a unary operation (in the postulates
that are not existence postulates supply the condition: if the elements
4ndicated are in K). It is to be remarked that the unary operation
is not required to be single-valued in our postulates.
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Set III*
1. K is not empty.
2. If a, b K, then an element a+ b K is uniquely determined.
4. If a, b K, then an element a b K is uniquely determined.
(For the sake of brevity we shall write ab for a b.)
5. a(bc)-b(ca).
6’. a(b + c)-- ca + ha.
7. To each a e K corresponds at least one a’e K.
8. a+ b’b- a.
9. a(b’--i-b)-a.
We can easily obtain Set lII* from Set I* as we have proved

in I the commutativity of multiplication ab---b holds in Set I*.
Conversely, one can deduce Set I* from Set III*. Proof is very

simple and can formulated by the following theorems. Numbers in
each proof of the theorems refer to postulates of Set III* but the
use of postulates 1, 2, 4, 7 will be implicit. Theorems will be
indicated by T.

T1. aa-a.
Proof. a-a(a + a)- aa+ a’a- aa by 9, 6’, 8.
T2. ab--ba.
Proof. ab= (ab)(ab)-- a [b(ab) aa(bb)] a(ab)- a(ba)

--b(aa)--ba by T1, 5, 5, T1, 5, 5, T1.
T3. a+b----b/a.
Proof. a + b-- (a + b)(a’ + a)--- (a’ + a)(a/ b)

-b(a’/a)/a(a’/a)--b/a by 9, T2, 6’, 9.
T4. a(b + c)- ab / ac.
Proof. a(b + c)-- ca + ba- ac / ab- ab+ ac by 6’, T2, T3.
Now, as T3 and T4 are same as Postulates 3 and 6 of Set I*

respectively, Sets I* and III* are equivalent.
If we introduce as in I, the postulates

101. a/a--a,
01 .. (a’ + a) + a= a’,

hen we obtain the following theorems.
T5. The following set of postulates on K characterizes the

Boolean lattice:
Set V: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6’, 7, 8, 9, 10,.
T6. The following set of postulates on K characterizes the

Boolean ring with unity:
Set VI: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

2. Independence Proofs for Sets iII*, V, VI

The independence of postulates of Set III* will follow from that
of Sets V, VI, as these sets include our original postulate-set, Set III*.
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The independence of postulates of Set V and Set VI will be
established by the following examples: we shall list only the four-,
eight-, and sixteen-element systems for the postuhlte 5 of Set V
and the postulates 5 and 8 of Set VI. The independence of the
postulate 1 in each Set V and Set VI is shown by the empty set K.
For the remaining postulates in each set the examples are easy to
give as two-element systems and they are to be omitted. We shall
denote by Ka an independence system for postulate a of K and for
i--V, VI, a-1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 10; for example Kw5 is an inde-
pendence system of postulate 5 in K of Set VI.

Kv5:

Here
Kv 8:

OlabcaB7
OlabcaB7 0
l Oa/97ab c 1
aaOTBlcb a
b B,), O a c l a b
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01abcaB7
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OblblBOB
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0Ba077Ba
O,aOa,

a a
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1 0
a (z

bB

"1 e_. Oab c Oab c

Oab c 0 0000
a aOcb a Ocba

bc bCOa ObOb
cbaO Oabc

b--O+ab O.

aa’
0 c
ab
b a
c 0

Here
Kv5: This system is composed of sixteen elements and is con-

structed as follows:
Let I be the two-element Boolean lattice [0, 1} with the well-

known operations , A, , and the eight-element system used
as Kv5 above. Let be the direct product / 3 of these sets ,, so that ($, ), e , v e , and ($, )--(., .) if and only if
$=$., v=].. The operations +, , will be introduced into by
the rules:

^
Then Kv5 is given by 9 with these operations. )

1) D. G. Miller:
(1952).
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4) Another proof for T2, ab=ba.
We prove the following theorem first.
TO. a’a aa’.
Proof. a’a=(a’a)(a"+a)=a(a’a)+a’(a’a)=a’(aa)+a’(aa,’) =a(aa’)+a’(aa’)

=(aa’)(a’+a)=aa" by 9, 6’, 5, 5, 6’, 9.
Now the proof of T2 is given as follows-

ab (ab)(b"+b) b(ab)+b’(ab) a(bb)+a(b’b) b(ba) 4- b’(ba) (ba,)(b" 4- b) ba,

by 9, 6’, 5-T0, 5, 6’, 9.
5) We note that in Kv 5 the associative law for addition holds, but no the associa-

tive law for multiplication, while both laws do not hold in Kv5.


